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QUESTION: 1

Where can you configure Multi-Step Operations?

A. Explore > Manual Explore
B. Tools > Options > Multi-Step Operations
C. Job Configuration > Multi-Step Operations
D. Scan Configuration > Multi Step Operations

Answer: D

Reference:http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21611871

QUESTION: 2

Which situation presents a valid reason for reducing the severity ofvulnerability?

A. A Medium severity Link Injection vulnerability should be reduced when it only occurs on
a login page.
B. A High severity SQL Injection vulnerability should be reduced when the affected
database is read only.
C. A High severity Cross-Site Scripting vulnerability is confirmed to be a Reflected XSS
and would require user authentication to be exploited.
D. A High severity Unencrypted Login Request vulnerability should be reduced when the
application is using a database that is encrypted with Triple DES (Data Encryption
Standard) and a 168 bit key.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3

An application server stops responding when you run AppScan scan against it but
appears to work normally when you manually browse the site after the scan stops.

What should you do to fix this issue?

A. Change the browser agent.
B. Run the scan when there is less network traffic.
C. Lower the number of threads AppScan tests with.
D. Lower the response time by which AppScan waits for your application to reply.

Answer: C
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Reference:http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21459308(see bullet #5,
fifth sentence)

QUESTION: 4

In the Redundancy tuning of Parameters and Cookies view, the following option is
disabled,

- Explore the URL again whenever this parameter/cookie is added or removed.

A. ...page.jsp will not be explored
...page.jsp?thisParam=Value will be explored
B. ...page.jsp will be explored
...page.jsp?thisParam=Value will be explored
C. ...page.jsp will be explored
...page.jsp?thisParam=Value will not be explored
D. ...page.jsp will not be explored
...page.jsp?thisParam=Value will not be explored

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5

You are reviewing scan results and find that for several pages your site returned 5xx
Server Error response in a form of custom error page. As a result, several False Positive
findings were reported.

How should you remove this kind of False Positive findings?

A. Configure AppScan to exclude this page from the scan.
B. Configure AppScan to recognize such a page as an error page.
C. Right-click the security issue and lower the Severity level to Low.
D. Right-click the security issue and choose the Report False Positive option.

Answer: D

Reference:http://resources.infosecinstitute.com/appscan-part-2/(see report false positive)

QUESTION: 6
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Which three report templates are available in a Security Report?

A. QA
B. Complete
C. Developer
D. High severity
E. Trending Data
F. Executive Summary

Answer: D,E,F

QUESTION: 7

In the Automatic Form Fill window, if the URL field is blank for a particular row, which value
will be passed for that row's parameter?

A. Blank
B. That row's parameter value
C. The parameter will be skipped.
D. The value of the "Fill unknown fields with" box

Answer: B

Reference:http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/apsshelp/v8r6m0/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.i
b m.help.common.infocenter.aps%2Ft_FormProperties056.html

QUESTION: 8

A starting URL is http://test_domain1 .com. scan only links in and below this directory is
enabled. Test_domain2.com is included in the additional servers and domains in this
scan.

What would happen in this situation?

A. Test_domain1 .com and test_domain2.com will be scanned.
B. Only test_domain2.com will be scanned, because Additional Servers and Domains
setting takes precedence.
C. Only test_domain1 .com will be scanned, because Scan only links and below this
directory takes precedence.
D. Test_domain1 .com will be scanned and test_domain2.com will be scanned only if
test_domain1 .com contain links to test domain2.com.
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Answer: D

QUESTION: 9

Which type of attack relies on an authenticated user to click a malicious link to perform an
unintended action on the target application?

A. SQL injection
B. Directory traversal
C. Cross-site scripting
D. Cross-site request forgery

Answer: C

Reference:http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/hh243615.aspx

QUESTION: 10

What are three parts of the Explore Options view?

A. Click Depth Limit
B. Use Client-Side Certificate
C. Set the Number of Threads
D. Use custom proxy settings
E. Parse Flash to discover URLs
F. Execute JavaScript when replaying login

Answer: A,E,F


